Conformational adjustments of SNase R and its N-terminal fragments probed by monoclonal antibodies.
Two monoclonal antibodies specific for staphylococcal nuclease R (SNase R) (McAb2C9 and McAb1B8) were prepared and used to probe protein folding during peptide elongation, by measuring antibody binding to seven N-terminal fragments (SNR141, SNR135, SNR121, SNR110, SNR102, SNR79 and SNR52) of SNase R. Comparative studies of the conformations of the N-terminal fragments have shown that all seven fragments of SNase R have a certain amount of residual structure, indicating that folding may occur during elongation of the nascent peptide chain. We show that the binding abilities of the intact enzyme and its seven fragments to the monoclonal antibodies are not simply proportional to the length of the peptide chain, suggesting that there may be continuous conformational adjustment in the nascent peptide chain as new C-terminal amino acids are added. A folding intermediate close in structure to the native state but with structural features in common with SNR121 is highly populated in 0.6 M GuHCl, and is also formed transiently during folding.